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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Noise levels around airports and airbases in the United States are computed
via the FAA's Integrated Noise Model (INM) _'2'3 or the Air Force's NOISEMAP (NMAP) 4
software. Many other countries use these or similar software. These models are
generally used to compute day-night average sound level (L_, or alternatively DNL)
in the vicinity of the airport. The "vicinity" usually means areas exposed to Ld, of
65 dB or greater. At medium to large airports, this corresponds to distances within
6 to 9 miles from the runway thresholdJ The noise models were developed and
validated for use within these areas. In previous studies, the predictive capabilities
of INM and NMAP have been validated within the 65 dB L_ contour line at a number
of airports.
There is increasing interest in aircraft noise at larger distances from airports.
Community planning and environmental assessments sometimes consider L_'s as
low as 60 or 55 dB. There are also issues of enroute noise, away from the vicinity of
airports. 6 These are situations beyond the original intent of these models.
Accordingly, a project was undertaken to evaluate the applicability of INM and
NMAP at larger distances. This study was centered on a measurement program
around a major air carrier airport. Measurements included the sound exposure
levels and sound time histories of individual aircraft, plus acquisition of radar
tracking data for these aircraft. Measurement sites included locations out to the
limits of the 55 dB Ld_ contour. This represents distances two to three times as
large as those associated with the 65 dB Ld, contour.
The measurement program was conducted in the context of the algorithms of
the noise models. There are several potential areas where the current models might
not be adequate. They are:
1. Modeling of the location, speed, and engine power of the aircraft.
2. Data base of noise emissions as a function of power, speed, and distance.
3. Algorithms which were originally developed for long, straight flight
segments.
4. Atmospheric effects.
5. Effects of terrain and ground cover.
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Not all of the factors listed above could be controlled or measured. In
particular, the following factors were not controlled:
• The data base of noise emissions is based on extensive measurements
collected as part of certification. It cannot be reasonably examined as part
of a modest program. However, by its nature of being derived from this
level of measurements, there is no reason to expect any systematic
problems.
• In the absence of direct measurements of power, power was assumed to
correspond to the standard values in the INM database profdes.
The following factors were controlled:
• Aircraft flight paths, speeds, and types were obtained from radar tracking,
and were therefore known.
• Surface weather data were collected. Analysis concentrated on days with
low wind conditions.
• Aircraft weights were estimated from stage lengths, as determined from
flight itineraries.
• The selected airport, and measurement sites, were in a semi-rural area
with fiat (and fairly nondescript) terrain.
Section 2 of this report presents a summary of the major algorithms used in
INM and NMAP. Sections 3 and 4 present the measurement plan and its execution.
Section 5 presents analysis of the measurements. Section 6 presents the results of
the measurements and algorithm analysis. Conclusions and recommendations are
presented in Section 7.
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2.0 FORMULATION OF NOISE MODELS
2.1 Line Sources
Both INM and NMAP are semi-empirical models, with the fundamental data
source being measured noise levels from straight, constant power overflights. For
civil aircraft, these data are usually collected by the manufacturers as part of noise
certification tests. For military aircraft, these data are usually collected by
personnel from military laboratories. Figure 2-1 is a sketch of the basic geometry of
an overflight. It is typical that data are collected at a single distance d. The
preferred value of distance d (which usually corresponds to the height above
ground) is 300 meters {1.000 feet). Tests of military aircraft are usually conducted
at this preferred altitude The height for civil aircraft tests range from I00 meters
(330 feet) to 800 meter.,, [2.625 feet), corresponding to requirements of certification
tests for various alrcr_dt types. It is standard practice to collect full analog
recordings of overflight le_t sounds, and to reduce these data into one-third octave
bands at 0.5-second {or freer] intervals. Recording and analysis procedures for civil
• 7
aircraft are specified by r¢.tul,ltlon. Measurements are made for a variety of speeds,
power settings, and mrc-r, Llt configuration. The specific test matrix depends on the
3
particular aircraft. Te.,,t._ mt lude. as a minimum, takeoff and approach power.
Aircraft \
Position _ .
0
d
Measurement
Position _
$
Figure 2-1. Geometry of Nominal Overflight Measurement.
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Noise from an overflight at a given condition is represented by the sound
exposure level:
2 P_ (t)dt
SEL = 10 logl0 i (2-I)2
P_r t_f
where p2_t) is the time-history of the A-weighted sound pressure squared, p_f is the
reference sound pressure level (20 _Pa) and tTef is the reference time (one second).
The integration is conducted over time period t I through t 2 which encompasses the
noise event; this usually corresponds to the time when the noise is within 10 dB of
its maximum.
The noise models requLre tables of SEL at a geometric sequence of distances
(for INM, 80, 100, 125 .... reelers: similar sequence in feet for NMAP). These tables
are contained in the INM d_tabase, generally having been prepared by the manu-
facturer for standard Iemlx'rature and humidity conditions. NMAP's data base
contains SEL and spectra at the 300-meter (1,000-foot) reference distance, and the
table is prepared for u_r-._i_cLhed temperature and humidity by one of its com-
ponent programs, Ome_ l 0
Reference 3 speclh¢._ twt, teneral procedures for preparing SEL at distances
other than the measurrm,'r_T condition: the "integrated procedure" and the
"simplified procedure'.
In the integrated pr¢_ ¢-dur¢'. spectra at each 0.5-second analysis interval are
organized according to the- ¢.rIll._sion angle, 0 in Figure 2-1. For each required
distance d, the correspondm_ radius r at each 0 is computed. The one-third octave
band spectrum for each point Is then adjusted by inverse square law and air absorp-
tion, with the distances for both effects being based on the measurement-condition
r vs, the r required for the table. The A-weighted sound pressure from this adjusted
time history is then integrated per Equation (2-1), with the time base adjusted to
account for the effective time intervals no longer being 0.5 second.
In the simplified procedure, inverse square law and air absorption changes
are made only for the spectrum at the maximum sound level, with the propagation
adjustment based on measured versus required d. This difference is applied to the
reference-distance SEL. Additionally, a "duration factor" consisting of 7.5 times the
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common logarithm of the ratio of measured versus required d is applied. The
duration factor accounts for the noise emanating from a line source, versus the
point source implicit in the adjust-by-d-only propagation adjustment.
With regard to the simplified procedure, it is interesting to note that a
duration adjustment with a factor of 10, not 7.5, is correct for cases of no air
absorption, cases of air absorption following an exponential decay law, or air absorp-
tion following a power law (whole or fractional power). Air absorption in a given
frequency band follows an exponential decay law. The attenuation of the A-weighted
level is somewhat more complex, because the spectral shape changes. The
empirically derived factor of 7.5 apparently reflects this effect. The empirical factor
may also be influenced by the analyzed data being only that within the A-weighted
10 dB down points, rather than a true complete line source time-history.
Reference 3 specifies that (assuming full spectral data are available) noise
table values are to be prepared by the integrated procedure at distances up to
800 meters, and by the simplified procedure at distances greater than 800 meters.
The tables are prepared using reference temperature and humidity.
NMAP's data base consists of SEL and the spectrum of the maximum level, at
300 meters (1,000 feet), adjusted to reference temperature and humidity. During a
NMAP run, the Omega10 module prepares a noise table using user-specified local
temperature and humidity. Omega10 uses a procedure which is effectively the same
as the simplified procedure, but with a factor of 6.0 (rather than 7.5) in the duration
adjustment. Again, this factor of 6 is derived empirically.
Validation testing of this algorithm can be accomplished by ensuring a range
of slant distances, especially including distances beyond 800 meters.
2.2 Flight Segments
Actual flight paths are represented by sequences of straight and curved
segments. Each model deals with these segments by adjusting the infinite-length
SEL according to the segment length and position.
Ideally, finite segment effects would be handled by a procedure similar to the
integrated procedure of Reference 3. This is not possible because neither model
contains the full database needed, and it would also entail impractical computa-
tion times.
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Both INM and NMAP adjust for segmentation by integrating an idealized point
source along the finite segment being considered, and normalizing it by an integra-
tion of the source along the full infinite track. This proportion is referred to as the
noise fraction. NMAP assumes an omnidirectional source, with 1/r 2 spherical
spreading propagation loss. By itself, this would lead to a simple noise fraction of
4¢/180 °, where 4¢ is the net angle (as defined in Figure 2-1) subtended by the
segment. To approximately account for alr attenuation, a 1/r loss factor is
assumed, yielding an approximate 1/r 3 law and a noise fraction related to _sin¢
rather than 4¢. This is reasonable for segments where the point of closest approach
is within the segment, but becomes decreasingly realistic for segments where the
bounding Cs are large and in the same direction. Such segments are, however,
generally not the major contributor to noise at a given point.
INM develops segment adjustments by considering a source with a fourth-
power 90-degree dipole model. This is considered in Reference I to be a source
represented by cos2¢/r 2, but is mathematically exactly equivalent to cos_/r 3 or
to 1/r 4. INM's form leads to a noise fraction with a factor A_ + A(sin¢ cos_), as
opposed to the _ from for inverse square law or the asin_ NMAP form. INM 4.11
used an approximate algorithm for this noise fraction, while the current version (5.x)
uses the exact relation. INM also contains a refinement of applying a directivity
factor when the receiver is ahead or behind a finite segment. As with NMAP's noise
fraction, INM's finite segment adjustment is reasonable for segments astride the
receiver position, but is based on a power-law propagation factor which is less
reliable for segments far ahead or behind.
The noise fraction is an element which must be tested. The approach to
testing this is to examine measurement situations which are adjacent to segment
bounds, or to model track segmentation in altemate ways.
2.3 Turns
Curved flight segments are handled in slightly different ways by the two
models. NMAP uses an analytic noise fraction form which exploits the 1/r 3 noise
source model. INM models tums as sequences of straight segments, with rules as to
how much the corresponding secants can deviate from the originally specified arc.
Testing this part of the models is an extension of segment testing.
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2.4 Lateral Attenuation
Both INM and NMAP use relations that are essentially single-parameter fits to
elevation angle. There is no adjustment for specific type of ground cover. The
lateral attenuation models differ considerably from each other, and the supporting
data for each has wide scatter. This is a weak point of both models, which is
expected to be addressed in the future by more recent ground-impedance based
models. It is expected that variance of measured versus predicted levels will
increase at smaller elevation angles.
2.5 Other Elements
The effect of speed is handled the same way in both models: the noise
emission is assumed it, be, independent of speed, so that SEL is adjusted inversely
proportionally (proportlon,dly in a decibel sense) to speed. Variation of speed on a
segment is treated by procedures equivalent to linear interpolation between the
segment end points. Thc-se details are intimately connected to segmentation, and
empirical tests of the vahdltv of segmentation are not likely to explicitly test these.
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3.0 ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
A measurement test plan was developed such that maximum yield would
be obtained from the flight test measurements. Airport site selection criteria
were established and potential airports were identified. Final airport selection was
made considering technical feasibility, availability of FAA radar tracking data, and
program costs. Execution of the measurement program ensued after obtaining
NASA approval.
3.1 Airport Selection
The following airport
measurement locations:
selection criteria were used to identify potential
Medium- to large-sized airport with many operations.
Mix of short-, medium-, and long-range aircraft.
Availability of twin-, tri-, and four-engine aircraft.
Stage 2 and 3 aircraft.
Surrounding community with low background noise.
Availability of ARTS radar data.
Completed Part 150 study or source for existing low noise contours.
Dulles International Airport (IAD) fulfdled all of the requirements listed above, and
given its close proximity to Wyle Laboratories' Arlington, VA offices, travel costs
would be kept to a minimum.
3.2 Measurement Site Selection
Once IAD had been identified, preliminary measurement site selection was
made considering the following:
• Expected La_ noise contour locations. 9
• Flight tracks based on projected seasonal weather conditions. 9
• Likelihood and levels of background noise.
• Equipment security.
• Location accessibility.
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An on-location survey of the proposed sites lead to the final selection. This survey
identified specific locations and considered local noise sources such as automobile
traffic, construction, schools, as well as site accessibility and security. Permission
to install equipment from the land owners was obtained wherever feasible.
All noise monitoring sites were located within 9 nautical miles of Dulles
Intemational Airport in Loudoun County, Virginia. This includes the region that
normally constitutes the airport "vicinity" for noise exposure analyses. Two general
monitoring areas were selected based on projected seasonal runway usage:
(1) north of Runway 01L; and (2) west of Runway 30. The monitors were placed in
rural areas, within residential communities and farmland property. Tables 3-1 and
3-2 provide a description of each location.
Table 3- I
Non_r M4,mt_rm_ Locations Near Dulles International Airport
Site Site Location Relative
No. Description to Airfield
1 %_,',,,,,decl area at intersection of North
li,,L,Ir(_07 and Bcaverdam Run
2 ._I [#.iv_ds Church, on Route 641 Northwest
..,tnlhof Ashbum Junction
3 l¢r,._denilal area at the end of North
l.:.ir_d Avenue in Potomac Farms
4 _,_,,,Ir(! area at Intersection of North
l¢_,_srr 625 and Broad Run
5 %,-.,t i:Jle-rsection of Route 643 and North
L._- pq_¢-hne, southeast of Ryan
6 %%',_,,Ird ._r_.., 1_¢'ar intersection of Route 772 Northwest
.L,_d L:._- pq)eline, southwest of Ryan
7 I h_r.,,c farm on Route 616, West
0.25 mile north of Route 50
8 Wooded area on Route 616, West
1.5 miles north of Route 50
9 Near farm houses on Route 842. West
0.5 mile east of Areola
I 0 Farmland on Route 860. West
1.5 miles north of Route 50
I I Residential area on Beaver Meadow Road, West
southwest of National Weather Service Center
12 Residential area at end of Beers School Rd. West
at airport property line
13 Residential area near intersection of Northwest
Routes 641 and 642. in Ashburn
14 Wooded area at intersection of Routes 50 & 616, West
I mile west of Glascock landing field
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Table 3-2
Distance From Runway Threshold to Monitor Site (nm)
Site
#01
#02
#03
#04
#05
#06
#07
#08
#09
#I0
#11
#12
#13
#14
Runway
01L
6.02
7.73
7.93
4.18
3.56
2.35
5.04
19R
4.13
5.87
6.04
2.29
1.71
2.06
5.04
1R
6.95
8.85
8.90
5.13
4.72
3.77
6.33
12 30
6.03 6.31
7.36 8.04
7.80 8.23
4.28 4.47
3.37 3.87
1.15 2.61
3.58 5.21
3.97 5.60
1.71 3.34
5.63 7.27
1.32 2.46
0.74 2.09
1.29 2.37
3.55 5.18
5.38
3.14
7.06
2.17
1.83
2.08
5.01
4.98
3.11
6.62
1.51
1.78
1.42
5.01
6.76
4.50
8.42
3.58
3.25
3.49
6.29
Figure 3-1 depicts a map of Dulles International Airport and vicinity with the
current Ld. contours 9 and the 14 noise monitoring locations. In most cases, the
monitors were located outside the 65 dB Ld. contour footprint at varying distances
from the nominal flight tracks. 9 The geometric relationships between the monitoring
locations and the nominal flight tracks ensured that noise measurements would be
obtained for aircraft operating directly overhead and sideline, over a wide range of
altitudes and elevation angles. Three sites were within the 65 dB Ld. contour.
It should be noted that use of the current Ld. contours in this report was for
the purpose of providing a reference noise environment to aid in the selection of the
noise monitoring locations. The Ldn contours shown in Figure 3-1 are a modified
version of the current contours in that they were digitized from the original exhibit
and registered in a geographic information system (GIS). These modified contours
are a good representation of the originals so far as the shape and extent of the
footprint; however, due to the digitization process, the contour lines are not as
smooth as the originals. These contours should not be considered the official Ldn
contours for Dulles International Airport nor should they be used for any land-use
planning purposes. As Figure 3-1 indicates, most of the noise monitoring sites were
located outside of the 65 dB Ld_ contour, consistent with the main objective of the
study: to examine the predictive capabilities of the INM at low-levels of exposure.
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3.3 Noise Monitor Installation and Instrumentation
Noise monitoring was conducted during the period from 21 October through
15 December 1994, at the 14 locations around Dulles Intemational Airport. Instru-
mentaUon at each site consisted of a Larson-Davis Model LD-820 sound level meter
with a Bruel & Kjaer 4176 condenser microphone. This system is a battery-
operated, digital storage, integrating sound level meter designed for unattended field
use. For this program, the meters were programmed to measure and record the
following information:
1. Hourly and daffy mean, maximum, and minimum A-weighted sound
levels, along with hourly and daily statistical summaries of A-weighted
sound levels which were exceeded 1 percent, 10 percent, 50 percent, and
90 percent of the time. All measurable noise sources were documented in
this fashion.
2. Time, maximum A-weighted sound level, sound exposure level, and dura-
tion of individual noise events which exceeded a set threshold; this varied
with each monitoring station. This information was used to document the
noise levels of individual aircraft operations.
3. Time-histories of A-weighted levels during noise events.
During the instrumentation setup, at each site, the meter threshold for
measuring aircraft operations was determined according to the ambient noise levels
along with the observed aircraft arrival and departure noise levels. In all cases the
threshold was set approximately 10 decibels above the local ambient noise levels
and below the maximum A-weighted sound levels of the observed aircraft opera-
tions. The instruments were secured in environmental cases and powered with
external batteries which lasted approximately one week between charges.
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4.0 _M_r PROGRAM EXI_CIJTION
Each noise monitoring site was serviced every two to three days during the
monitoring period. This schedule was sufficient due to the external battery life and
the high memory capacity of the meters. A site visit consisted of checking the
meters operational status, battery power, free memory, and the number of recorded
exceedances. A calibration procedure was conducted to ensure the system was
operating within tolerance. If the unit had acquired a large number of data records,
all data were then downloaded to a portable computer for permanent retention and
subsequent analysis. Records of these values, along with the time and date, were
noted in a site log.
Immediately following field data collection, verification analysis examined the
operational status of each noise monitoring system. The data collected at each
monitoring location was printed out in several different reports including: a sum-
mary report (Figure 4-1) describing the system parameters; an interval report
containing hourly integrated noise metrics and statistical levels; and an exceedance
report* containing noise metrics associated with individual events, including calibra-
tion records. All data were received at each site, with few exceptions throughout the
measurement period. Adverse weather conditions and final instrumentation adjust-
ments precluded use of the measurement data before 24 October. No data were
collected at Site 8 due to the instrumentation being stolen during the early part of
the measurement program. At various times, local weather conditions precluded use
of the acoustic data in the analysis. The conditions under which the data was
screened are discussed in Section 5 along with the weather report format. All noise
monitoring systems remained in calibration during the majority of the measure-
ment period.
The instrument inappropriately uses the term "exceedance" to denote individual noise
events. The nomenclature "exceedance report" or "exceedance record" is used as necessary
in this report when referring to those instrument records. It should not be confused with
exceedance percentile levels.
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SUNNAR¥ REPORT
File: P121212
12-13-1994 11:52:40
MODEL 870 SN A0504
WYLE LABS
DULLES AIRPORT
NOV 94
SITEI_
Overall
Start Time 05Dec1994 15:30:40
Run Time 166:32:18.2
Leq 70.1
SEL 127.9
Lmln 19.4
Lain Time 06De01994 02:33:54
LNax 113.7
LNax Time 05Dec1994 15:30:40
Peak 124.8
Peak Time IODec1994 12:37:16
UWPk 128.5
UWPk Time iODec1994 21:48:32
Dose 7.09
Proj Dose 1.01
Exchange rate 3dB
Threshold 0
criterion 90
L1 74.6 L50 42.5
LI0 57.4 L90 29.9
33 46.8 L99 22.8
RMS Exceedances #I 4350
RMS Exoeedances #2 1
Peak Exceedances 0
UWPk Exceedances 0
Overloads 0
* Avg *
* Max Min *
* Excds Excd Level *
* Avg *
* Max Min *
* Excds Excd Level *
* Avg *
* Max Min *
* Excds Excd Level *
05
Firmware Version 0.156
Detector Slow
Weight A
Hysteresis 3
RMS EXCD Level 1 65
RMS EXCD Level 2 95
Peak EXCD Level 140
UWPk EXCD Level 200
Dose Period 24
Exceedance records 2241
Interval records 168
History records 0
Daily records 8
Cal records 0
Background Leg 51.1
Total Excd Leq 83.8
Total Exod Time 7:01:49.5
Free Memory 73922
Battery Level 80% INT
Power Mode Normal
EXT Cut Off *
Number of RUNS 2
Pause Time 0:00:00
Number of PAUSES 0
Excd Min Duration 3
Excd Save A:D *
Excd Exchange Rate 3dB
Interval period 01:00 Ln's Yes
Interval Save A:D *
Interval Exchange Rate 3dB
Interval Threshold 0
History period 1 s Peaks: Peak
CALIBRATION Time 20Oct1994 18:38:40
CAL Check Time 30Nov1994 10:15:54
CAL Offset 10.5
CAL Check Level 104.6
Auto Cal Mode No
Figure 4-i. Noise Monitor Sample Summary Report, Site 12, December 12, 1994.
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The interval report provided a quick check that the noise monitor had
functioned continuously throughout the previous measurement period. Figure 4-2
shows the main elements of this report for Site 12 during the period 5-7 Decem-
ber 1994. Included are the date and time of the hourly record, Leq, L._,, Peak level,
sound exposure level (SEL), and the exceedance percentile levels Lo_, L m , L5o , and
1.90. The L_q is the energy-average A-weighted sound level over the measurement
period. The Lg0 exceedance percentile level, which is the sound level exceeded
90 percent of the time, generally represents the ambient or background sound level
in the absence of identifiable noise sources. Throughout the measurement program,
the Lgo exceedance percentile levels were used to track the ambient sound levels at
each site. These level- wf-n. influenced primarily by airport operations and vehicular
traffic on nearby ro,.t_.,v.. No other continuous identifiable noise sources were
observed at any of tl. l,_ .,tt.ns. during the monitoring period, that would signifi-
cantly contribute to tJ,, .,,,_,.'ntlevel.
Table 4-1 show- it,, t,,urly Leq and L9o values for Site 12 during 24-31 Octo-
ber 1994. for exampl, :],,- d.ty-night average sound level and mean 90-percentile
sound level are comI-,', ,! t_,,tt_ the hourly values, for each day. Blank intervals over
the monitoring pent,_t- t., t, .tie times during which the instrumentation was being
serviced or when d;tt.t _, ,- , _ ttoded due to adverse weather conditions.
Table 4-2 sh(,_- ", - ltlttnary information for all 13 monitoring locations for
the entire 53-day n_,,:...:,. ; ¢'riod. Listed for each location are the number of
hours of usable montt,,'_t,. _,'.,t.t. the mean day-night average sound level, and the
mean 90-percentile SO,_,ll|t_ l"_. t'l
Figure 4-3 shows ;_ sample exceedance report, including the following infor-
mation for individual acoustic events that exceeding the preset threshold: the date
and time of the event, the duration, L_, Lm_ , , Peak level, and SEL. Lma x is the
maximum A-weighted sound level during the event. The sound exposure level (SEL)
represents the total acoustic energy of the event. It is the fundamental quantity for
each event, and is accumulated to develop Ld,. These data records were correlated
with radar flight track information to determine the measured sound levels of indi-
vidual aircraft operations. In this study, the SEL was identified for each event.
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INTERVAL REPORT
eriod 01:00 h:m
File: P121212
12-13-1994 12:02:58
Model 870 SN: A0504
Date
Leg Lmax Peak SEL
Time Duration dBA dBA dBA dBA
05Dec1994
05De01994
05De01994
05Dec1994
05De01994
05De01994
05Dec1994
05Dec1994
05De01994
06De01994
06De01994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06De01994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06De01994
06De01994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
06Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
07De01994
07Dec1994
07Dec1994
15:30:40 00:22.50 113.5 113.7 117.5
16:00:00 59:59.96 54.3 76.8 90.1
17:00:00 i:00:00 66.9 88.2 104.6
18:00:00 i:00:00 66.3 89.7 103.8
19:00:00 i:00:00 58.9 86.4 99.8
20:00:00 1:00:00 47.9 66.7 81.4
21:00:00 1:00:00 53.3 76.9 91.6
22:00:00 1:00:00 47.4 65.1 79.8
23:00:00 i:00:00 63.6 87.3 100.1
00:00:00 1:00:00 44.3 65.8 79.4
01:00:00 i:00:00 63.8 91.2 105.9
02:00:00 i:00:00 30.7 48.2 63.9
03:00:00 i:00:00 27.0 59.2 88.8
04:00:00 i:00:00 39.2 61.8 76.2
05:00:00 I:00:00 47.6 69.3 80.8
06:00:00 i:00:00 67.6 89.4 102.3
07:00:00 i:00:00 60.4 83.0 97.0
08:00:00 i:00:00 60.1 83.8 97.3
09:00:00 i:00:00 66.6 92.0 106.9
i0:00:00 I:00:00 59.5 85.2 100.2
11:00:00 I:00:O0 65.9 93.2 107.2
12:00:00 I:00:00 63.7 85.8 99.7
13:00:00 I:00:00 49.1 68.8 83.9
14:00:00 I:00:00 49.9 67.9 79.6
15:00:00 i:00:00 50.I 65.9 79.2
16:00:00 i:00:00 54.7 75.1 87.4
17:00:00 I:00:00 67.3 88.3 104.2
18:00:00 I:00:00 64.4 87.2 99.9
19:00:00 i:00:00 58.2 81.5 93.7
20:00:00 i:00:00 54.0 72.7 85.7
21:00:00 i:00:00 50.0 71.0 82.4
22:00:00 1:00:00 61.7 84.4 97.2
23:00:00 i:00:00 61.2 86.6 98.9
00:00:00 i:00:00 53.0 80.2 92.4
01:00:00 1:00:00 45.7 68.9 81.9
02:00:00 I:00:00 27.6 46.3 76.6
03:00:00 1:00:00 30.3 48.1 77.9
04:00:00 i:00:00 46.1 67.6 89.0
05:00:00 i:00:00 51.7 76.5 105.6
06:00:00 i:00:00 51.0 72.3 88.0
07:00:00 i:00:00 57.0 76.3 98.9
08:00:00 i:00:00 60.5 83.4 98.5
09:00:00 i:00:00 57.2 77.5 92.5
10:00:00 I:00:00 55.0 76.0 91.7
II:00:00 i:00:00 48.3 70.3 83.7
12:00:00 1:00:00 50.1 73.6 92.6
13:00:00 I:00:00 46.6 67.1 83.7
14:00:00 1:00:00 51.9 73.3 86.8
15:00:00 i:00:00 56.3 80.8 94.7
L1 L10 L50 L90
dBA dBA dBA dBA
127.1
89.9
102.5
101.9
94.5
83.5
88.9
83.0
99.2
79.8
99.3
66.3
62 6
74 8
83 2
103 2
96 0
95 7
102 2
95 0
101.4
99.3
84.6
85.5
85.7
90.3
102.9
i00.0
93.8
89.6
85.6
97.3
96.8
88.6
81.3
63.2
65.9
81.7
87.3
86.6
92.6
96.1
92.8
90.6
83.9
85.7
82.2
87.5
91.9
113.7 113.7 113.5 113.5
65.7 55.6
80.9 64.9
79.8 59.6
70.8 54.8
59.5 51.0
66.0 50.0
60.7 49.1
78.3 49.7
58 4 42.9
63 2 37.9
43 0 33.0
32 8 28.2
55 2 34.0
61 5 42.7
82 7 54.6
74 1 57.6
74.0 55.4
78.6 58.2
72.9 49.6
73.0 52.1
77.0 59.6
63.0 50.0
60.6 52.9
61.7 53.7
66.7 56.7
81.9 65.9
78.4' 60 9
71.3 55 7
66.4 56 6
62.3 52 3
76.4 51 6
67.4 52 5
62.0 37 8
61.2 34 6
36.7 29 2
38.2 31 7
60.7 37.9
65.9 41.3
63.6 49.9
70.6 58.4
72.4 55.4
72.1 54.9
70.2 53.3
59.9 50.9
59.9 51.8
59.0 49.3
65.2 53.0
65.3 56.0
43.2 38.9
44.7 40.4
44.9 37.8
40.7 33.9
39.6 32.7
35.6 30.4
35.8 28.7
30.9 25.5
26.9 22.4
25.0 21.8
21.5 19.9
22.5 20.3
27.9 23.3
35.0 30.1
38.6 34.6
46.5 40.2
46.1 41.5
45.5 37.5
38.1 32.2
36.3 31.7
42.6 33.7
37.3 29.1
43.4 35.9
43.2 36.3
44.6 38.2
49.9 41.5
47.2 40.3
43.1 36.6
43.4 37.6
42.1 35.4
37.6 30.6
37.6 31.4
28.8 26.1
27.7 25.0
25.2 23.5
28.6 26.3
30.1 26.9
37.1 34.0
42.6 38.9
46.2 43.4
45.8 43.1
45.5 42.0
42.6 39.2
40.7 37.5
43.1 37.8
35.6 31.3
42.0 33.7
41.5 34.4
Figure 4-2. Sample Interval Report, Site 12, 5-7 December 1994.
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EXCEEDANCE REPORT
"xcd Levels RMS I: 65dB RNS 2: 95dB Peak: 140dB
File: P121212
12-13-1994 11:52:44
Uwpk: 200dB
Model 870 SN: A0504
Excd Date Time
Leq Lmax Peak Uwpk SEL Sym
Duration dBA dBA dBA dB dBA %
1 05Dec1994 15:30:40 00:22.50 113.5 113.7 117.5 124.8 127.1 0.0
2 05Dec1994 16:08:35 00:10.87 65.4 67.1 80.7 97.0 75.8 39.1
3 05Dec1994 16:12:49 00:10.68 65.0 67.8 83.3 97.0 75.3 8.2
4 05Dec1994 16:14:33 00:16.25 63.9 66.6 80.5 97.0 76.0 39.1
5 05Dec1994 16:26:56 00:11.81 65.4 67.2 80.1 97.0 76.1 64.8
6 05Dec1994 16:36:25 00:04.93 63.6 65.7 82.6 97.0 70.5 18.0
7 05Dec1994 16:39:13 00:14.31 64.2 66.7 79.7 97.0 75.8 73.0
8 05Dec1994 16:49:24 00:07.37 65.8 67.4 80.7 97.0 74.5 23.4
9 05Dec1994 16:59:27 00:20.00 72.3 76.8 90.1 101.5 85.3 56.3
I0 05Dec1994 17:06:15 00:14.03 67.4 70.9 84.4 97.0 78.9 46.5
ii 05Dec1994 17:07:33 00:14.40 69.5 72.8 86.1 97.7 81.1 31.6
12 05Dec1994 17:19:23 00:34.25 78.6 84.8 99.9 104.4 93.9 25.8
13 05Dec1994 17:20:35 00:34.31 79.4 85.9 98.2 105.8 94.8 28.9
14 05Dec1994 17:22:24 00:06.03 65.4 67.4 78.2 97.7 73.2 14.4
15 05Dec1994 17:23:12 00:18.34 73.3 76.8 90.7 100.4 85.9 37.5
16 05Dec1994 17:26:34 00:24.56 75.1 79.6 91.7 102.2 89.0 53.5
17 05Dec1994 17:29:57 00:25.53 75.2 78.6 90.9 101.5 89.2 44.1
18 05Dec1994 17:36:24 00:21.59 75.0 81.0 93.9 102.2 88.4 30.1
19 05Dec1994 17:40:55 00:31.75 82.2 88.2 104.6 111.4 97.2 43.8
20 05Dec1994 17:42:37 00:04.40 63.7 65.3 75.9 97.0 70.2 4.7
21 05Dec1994 17:44:48 00:26.12 72.6 76.1 89.8 i00.0 86.7 46.1
22 05Dec1994 17:48:14 00:23.40 70.3 74.9 89.8 98.2 83.9 40.6
23 05D@c1994 17:49:48 00:27.53 72.6 78.2 92.8 i00.0 87.0 51.2
24 05Dec1994 17:52:07 00:14.15 68.6 70.7 84.5 98.7 80.1 39.8
25 05Dec1994 17:53:57 00:14.68 68.1 70.9 84.4 100.0 79.8 64.4
26 05Dec1994 17:55:38 00:35.59 77.4 84.6 97.8 105.4 92.9 39.1
27 05Dec1994 17:56:36 00:22.34 71.0 75.3 88.4 99.8 84.5 39.1
28 05Dec1994 17:59:17 00:13.93 67.3 71.3 84.3 98.2 78.7 58.6
29 05Dec1994 18:04:46 00:21.12 73.0 77.2 90.3 101.5 86.3 56.3
30 05Dec1994 18:07:42 00:37.62 80.5 89.2 103.4 106.0 96.3 23.4
31 05Dec1994 18:09:50 00:17.90 67.2 69.3 83.2 98.7 79.7 64.4
32 05Dec1994 18:14:56 00:27.96 71.6 76.3 90.8 I01.i 86.1 39.1
33 05Dec1994 18:21:39 00:21.93 74.4 79.4 93.3 101.1 87.8 41.8
34 05Dec1994 18:30:57 00:38.06 79.8 87.4 101.8 104.9 95.6 27.3
35 05Dec1994 18:31:47 00:03.12 64.4 65.8 79.1 97.0 69.3 9.8
36 05Dec1994 18:34:12 00:17.93 68.6 71.7 84.3 98.2 81.1 46.1
37 05Dec1994 18:37:39 00:22.87 70.5 74.6 88.6 98.7 84.1 30.9
38 05Dec1994 18:45:16 00:22.87 69.8 73.6 86.6 99.1 83.4 46.1
39 05Dec1994 18:51:11 00:34.62 81.7 89.7 103.8 107.7 97.1 42.6
40 05Dec1994 19:12:23 00:03.15 64.0 65.4 80.2 97.7 69.0 18.8
41 05Dec1994 19:22:34 00:35.25 73.1 78.4 91.6 100.4 88.6 48.8
42 05Dec1994 19:58:46 00:27.18 78.0 86.4 99.8 102.8 92.4 42.2
43 05Dec1994 20:31:32 00:I0.00 64.1 65.8 78.6 96.4 74.1 62.9
44 05Dec1994 21:04:20 00:06.81 64.2 66.6 79.6 96.4 72.5 11.7
45 05Dec1994 21:43:38 00:06.96 63.3 65.4 76.6 96.4 71.7 2.0
46 05Dec1994 21:44:59 00:34.81 71.3 76.9 91.6 99.1 86.7 48.0
47 05Dec1994 21:47:31 00:10.18 67.3 70.8 81.4 97.7 77.4 46.5
48 05Dec1994 21:59:42 00:06.15 66.1 68.2 79.7 97.0 74.0 23.0
Figure 4-3. Sample Exceedance Report, Site 12, December 12, 1994.
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Table 4-2
Summary of Continuous Noise Monitoring,
Dulles Intematlonal Airport.
24 October to 15 December 1994
Monitoring
Site No,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
I0
II
12
13
14
Ldn
Hours (¢IB)
791 58.6
628 60.7
927 55.1
940 65.2
981 61.9
569 54.1
139 59.4
936 67.4
853 58.9
923 56.6
922 65.2
266 63.4
110 62.7
LgO
39.1
50.6
38.4
52.7
39.7
39.2
41.7
40.1
41.2
44.0
40.6
39.8
41.9
i
Hours = Total hours of valid data.
Ldn = Day-Night Average Sound Level in decibels.
L90 = 90-Percentile sound level in decibels
(a measure of the ambient or background
noise level).
Event time-histories were also recorded by the LD-820s. Figure 4-4 shows a
sample time-history for a Boeing 727 departure, recorded at site #1. Here the
A-weighted sound level is plotted as a function of time, in seconds. The time-history
for a given event started the moment the sound level exceeded the preset threshold.
Each time-history contained a maximum of 255 data points with a sampling rate of
four data points per second. This rate provided a sample of up to one minute,
sufficient for defining an aircraft arrival or departure. While many of the exceedance
records were easily correlated with the radar flight track information based on the
time of the event only, at times it was necessary to examine the corresponding
time-history data to correctly identify the acoustic data associated with the air-
craft operation.
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Figure 4-4. Sample-Time History, B-727 Departure at Site # 1.
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5.0 DATA ANALYSIS
Analyses of the empirical database kemels of the noise methodology codes
were intended both to support algorithm study results and to provide physical
guidelines and quantify the accuracy in regions exposed to lower levels of noise.
Individual events were modeled based on the ARTS data and compared with their
recorded noise event, using a combination of time, flight track information, and
time-history for accurate correlation. Comparisons were made between predicted
and measured values of SEL, rather than values of Ldn for daffy, weekly, or monthly
periods. This "if the individual SELs match, then the Ld,'S will also match" approach
was used to rule out the possibility of cancellation of errors, which may occur when
considering only L_ values. An individual flight analysis also allows for more
detailed and more independent variables in the sensitivity studies.
Given the structure and emphasis of the NMAP database on military aircraft,
and the limited number of civilian aircraft and engine combinations contained
within the NMAP empirical data kernel, any further direct comparisons between
NMAP's database components and flight test measurements were precluded.
INM 4.1 12 was exercised using as accurate data as was avaffable. The INM
empirical database kernel contains four major components:
• Empirical Noise Source Data at Reference Location and Conditions.
• Standard Flight Profile Data for each aircraft, engine, stage length,
operation type combination.
• Standard Velocity Profde Data for each aircraft, engine, stage length,
operation type combination.
• Standard Power Profile Data for each aircraft, engine, stage length,
operation type combination.
The first component, Empirical Noise Source Data, is based on certification
flight test measurements as provided to the FAA by the airframe manufacturers. 7
The remaining components fall into the genre of modeling techniques; as each
data component was replaced by as accurate an "as-flown" representation as was
feasible. The following sections describe the data processing philosophy, the
available data, and the details of the analysis process.
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5.1 Data Sources
Weather
Surface weather observation data was obtained from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Weather Service station at Dulles
Intemational Airport. This facility recorded the local weather conditions in both an
hourly and daffy report format. Figures 5-1 and 5-2 show the daffy and monthly
averages, respectively, for November 1994. Included are the minimum, maximum,
and average temperature (°F}. precipitation (inches of water), the average wind speed
(mph) and direction, barometer, temperature, and dewpoint. Figure 5-3 shows a
sample of the hourly weather report for 23 November 1994. For each one-hour time
period, the average temperature, barometric pressure, precipitation, and wind speed
are included. These hourly weather records were examined to friter the correspond-
ing acoustic data. Tile ;i¢'ou._tlc data were excluded from the analysis if:
• the wind spe_.d vv_._ in excess of 10 knots (11.5 mph), or
• any preciplmtlon occurred during the measurement period.
The acoustic measun'm¢'nt reports were carefully cross-correlated with the weather
data, and those exceed,m< e records which occurred during periods of unacceptable
weather were flagged _,c< ordmtI.v, and were not used in the sensitivity studies.
Radar Data
Radar trackin_ (l,_t,_ w;L_ obtained for the entire field measurement period
from the Metropolitan W,_l_m_ton Airports Authority (MWAA). Radar data was
obtained from the Autonmted I_dar Terminal System IlIA (ARTS). _° ARTS is a semi-
automated air traffic control system using a Univac computer, linked with a beacon
tracking system. The system continuously records for each aircraft, carrying an
transponder beacon within radar range, the current time, position, velocity, and
altitude every 4.5 seconds. Stored in parallel with the tracking beacon and trans-
ponder data is aircraft flight plan data, and other interfacflity (IF) messages, linking
aircraft type, destination, and flight data with the various beacons. Tracking data
and IF data are correlated by the transponder beacon code, which is commonly
referred to as the "squawk". All ARTS data was stored on 105mB SyDos removable
cartridges, and consisted of one or more binary fries for each measurement day.
Table 5-1 lists the 25 dates for which radar coverage was made available to
Wyle Laboratories.
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Preliminary Local Climatological Data (WS Form: F-b)
Station: WSCMO, WASH_DULLES, WASH_ DC
Month: NOV
Year: 1994
Latitude Longitude
+3e57 +7727 Gnd Elev. 290 _t. Std Time: EST
teHerature in Fahrenheit : Precip(in.): |no. : Hind : Fastest |-Hin: Sunshine : Sky : Peak Hind
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _o|unns =========================================================
-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -ha- *_- -7- -9- -9- -]i- -i]- -12- -13- -14- -t_ -ib- *17- -IB-
9ay _a Hin Av_ Dep. HD_ COD Hater _o, Oepth AvO, Speed Oar Hans. _SBL SR-SS Heather Speed Dir
| 69 46 58 8 7
2 61 39 51 i 15
71 31 51 2 |4
4 76 _9 59 ]i 6
5 77 49 &3 14 2
6 76 59 _9 21 I
7 62 36 49 1 16
8 Tl 32 52 4 1_
9 78 49 64 16 1
10 _D 3_ 47 i 18
11 5_ 28 41 *& 24
12 56 25 41 -6 24
_l 72 3_ 53 7 12
14 72 _6 54 6 ]1
15 71 43 57 11 6
16 60 45 53 8 12
17 52 42 47 2 |8
19 56 49 5,] 8 12
19 62 3_ 49 5 |_
2i 62 _3 48 4 17
21 61 4_ 52 8 13
22 57 ].8 16 5 17
23 51 33 42 -L 23
24 4_ 21 34 -9 _L
25 55 _2 44 2 21
2_ 52 29 41 -2 25
27 _9 29 34 -8 31
26 58 36 47 6 |8
29 56 28 4Z 1 2_
30 52 _6 39 -1 26
1 1.38 i.i i g.6 21 29 9 t,3 32 H
I LiD 1.1 i 11.9 IB 29 _ 31 HH
I 1.16 I.i i 5.4 II 21 tO 15 S
I i.06 I.I i 5.3 12 |B 1 14 S
D O.ii i.i I 6.7 09 18 |i 12 S
4 i.i2 i.i O 12._ 17 21 7 32 HI
1 i.li i.i i 8.5 17 31 2 36
l i.U D.I 0 e.4 14 23 2 ]7 Si
i l, li i,l I 7.2 13 22 1! 19 St
I 1.21 1,i i 8,3 17 i2 5 ] _i H
I l, ii I.i i 4.8 19 ]2 | lq N
i i.H i.i i 3.9 19 16 7 13 S
I i.U I,i I 2,3 07 1_ 7 I_ S
i I.U l.i i 5. L 14 16 _ lb S
I I.U i.i i 4.9 1O 33 ii 13 IE
l 1.01 1,1 l 8.5 11 13 11 I 21 H
I 1,17 i.i i 9,2 14 I] 11 I 18 NE
1 1.14 1.1 I 8.1 t2 34 1i ! 16 H
i I.ii I.I i 6.9 15 32 I 23 H
O I.H 0.1 | 4.5 07 12 8 10 S[
1 i.51 i,i i 6.2 17 16 11 1 21 NH
I i.li 1.i I 12.9 18 3L D 33 NH
1 l.ii i.1 I 12.7 21 26 I _2 Hi
1 i,lO i.i 1 8.4 13 28 i 19 SH
6 i.H i.i i 7.3 L2 21 9 16 Sl
I i.U i.I i 5.7 12 31 _ |7 HI
i 1.52 T I 6.7 19 _] 1i L,4 15 HE
I T I.i i 9.9 16 20 18 I 28 SV
i 1.18 I,i i 6.2 11 20 9 15 S
I |.|i i.I l 6.3 15 31 1 22 Hi
======_====_==_============z=============_===_============_=_============z=====_=====_=_=_============_=======_===_==_=========
Sue 1847 10% 474 4 1.8_ T 22_.2 163
==============================================================================================================================
Avg _1._ _.5 7.4 Fast Dir. Psb] % 6.1 flax (nph)
_is¢ ........ ) 2ll 26 |8124 6_3 NH
_st of several occurrences
Colu|n 9 readings are taken at 67i6
Coluin 17 Peak Hind In fl.P.H.
Figure 5- i. Daily Average Weather Report for November 1994.
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Preliminary Local Climatological Data (WS Form: F-6),
Station: W_SCMO,
Month: NOV
Year: 1994
Page
WASH-DULLES, WASH, DC
(Teaperature Data] (PrecipitationDalai SYHBt]LSUSEOIN COL_N 16
Average _onihly: 49.1
Departure free Noreal: *_.7
Highest: 7B on 4 , 6 _ 9
Least: 21 om 24
(no. of Days vith)
nax 12 or belou: i
_: 98 or above: l
non 32 or hole.: II
Hin | or belN: O
Total for Honth: 1.86
Departure free Noraal: -L.44
Greatest in 24 hrs. |.$2 on 27
SMOnFALL,ICE PELLETS, HAIL
Total for month: T ioches
6reatest snowfall in 24 hrs:
Greatest sea. depth: on
I MEATHER- No. of Days uithI
I.ll inch or more Precip: O
|.ll inch or lore Precip: 5
8.58 inch or Dora Precip: 2
l.li inch or ure PrKip: I
Ton27
1 : FOG
2 : FOBREDUCINGVISIBILITY
TO 114 nILE OR LESS
3 : THUNDER
4 = ICE PELLETS
5 : HAIL
6 : 6LAZE OR RIG
7 : BLONINGDUSTORBLOHIN6SANDREDUCING
VISIBILITY 10 1/2 nILE OR LESS
8 : SMOY,£OR HAZE
9 : BLOWINGSNOW
! : TORNADO
[Health 9 De?reD Days (Base 65) l
Total this Routh: 474
Departure from Normal: -114
Seasonal Total: 844
Departure free Norual: -107
Clear (scale B-3) 1!
Partly Cloudy (scale 4-7)
Cloudy (scale B-Ill 14
[Cooling Degree Days (Base _5) ]
Total this Ben(h: 4
Departure fron Norial: *4 [ Pressure Data ]
Seasonal Total: 1266 Hiohest Sea-Level 35._ in. on 27
Departure free noraaI: ÷293 Loves( Sea-Level 29.32 in. on l
Haxioul Precipitation
(Delta T) (ninutes)
Precipitation (Inches)
Ended Date
Tiue
_[CORDS/I HI OF 77 ON 5TH T1ED 771197511NEH HI OF 78 ON 6TH
BEATOLD731197511HI OF 7B ON 9TH OROI(EOLD 751197511L0 OF
59 ON 6TH TIED OLD59/]977
_=__=_=_==_=_z___z_=_=z_=_=_==_=__=_==_
Figure 5-2. Monthly Average Weather Report for November 1994.
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E;urface Weather Observations - - HDR724031AD 9411
11/23/94 MFI-I_B
1|50 29.870 ]8.| 7 2AC 128 6C1 251 7
8|51 29.888 36.8 2 IAC 121 IC1 251 2
1256 29.990 34,6 l IC1 251
1351 29.888 34.1 1
145L 29.876 34.1 1
1558 2%861 33.1 I IAC 121
1651 29.861 35.8 1 IAC 121
1756 29,851 37.1 D IAC 120
185L 29.856 40.1 | IAC 121
0951 29.631 43.1 | IAC 128
1856 29.791 46.9 I IAC 121
1151 29.748 46.1 8 IAC 126
1258 29.721 49.0 I IAC 120 1C1 258 1
1351 29._81 58.0 8 1_ 120
1451 29.861 49.1 I IAC 120
1551 29.665 4S.I I IAC 128
Ib52 29.&91 44.6 2 2AC 70
1750 29.756 41.8 3 2AC 71 IAC 118 3
1850 2%750 4L.i I IAC la
1951 29.785 48.0 5 SAC 110
2156 29.810 40.8 18 1_ 45 SAC
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Figure 5-3. Hourly Weather Report for 23 November 1994.
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Surface Weather Observations
li/23/94 MFI-10A
HDR72403IAD 9411
SA 1151 121 SCT E250 ]KM 21 2351381141311411221 616 1171"57 (JTS 15:56Z)
SY 72403 32911 63114 INS3 21100 31115 412_5 5b111 12|71 333 11139 21133 555 92316= (jTSOS:57Z)
SA 0151
SA 0250
SA 0351
SA 0451
SA 0550
SA 1651 CLR25
SY 72463 32982
120 5CT 250 -SCT 20 23917_114131081023 (JTS B6:54Z]
CLR20 2421341131301710241FEU£I (JTS 17:52Z)
CLR21 2391341131291811231 113 (JtS 19:53Z1
CLR21 23M34112121191122 (_IS 09:53Z)
CLR28 2331331111280911211FENACE (JTS 11:52Z)
233135151291116211 617 1171 33 (JTS 11:542)
12916 16917 21156 39112 40233 56667 81076 333 16139 2|186 555 92312= UTSIh55Z)
SA 1756 CLR36 2TM37131270916211FEHAC S (JTS 12:55Z]
SA 1951CLR 38 2311461212319102014C SE-Sg [RJR 13:53ZI
SA 0951CLR _]23143131291110191 910 1671 (RJR 14:53Z)
SA 1656 CLR31 26914M3126131014/AC SE-S (RJR 15:52Z)
$A 1151CLR 30 191146/2127t216|914C $E-S (RJR 16:52Z)
SA 1251 CLR 36 1941491-31291662M1171 637 1671 33 iRJR 17:53Z)
5Y 72463 32983 12911 16094 21194 3Hb4 40184 56137 61171 333 11111 21116 555 92318: (RJRJ7:54Z)
$A 1351CLR 3|
S_ 1451CLR
SA 1551CLR 30
SA 1652 78 GCT
SA 1756 71 $CT
SA 1650 CLR25
SY 72463 32_62
1711561-1129196241U3[FEH AC S [R_R 19:53Z)
L641471-II261562511011FEH AC H [RJR 19:52Z)
16614811127136251H21FEH ACNI 519 1071 (EH 2|:FAZl
30 17514416132126241064 (EH 2h55Z)
111 SCT 25 18_I4119131111|88 [EH 22:52Z)
1%I41113t311210111FEH ACI 129 1170 50 (EH 23:52Z)
13112 tiOSI 2110b 30075 41196 51129 91071 313 11110 20001 555 92411= (EH23:55Z)
SA 1951 118 SO 25 216140119131161114 (EH 01:5321
SA 2151 45 SCT f17| BEN121 OVC28 213141118131121115 lEg gh53Z)
SA 2151 45 SCT H71 BEN 111 OV£ 26 ,'951361261331116191VIR64 OVHDt229 157/ lEg 62:56Z)
SA 2250 88 SCT 26 231134124135661621 (EH 13:52Z1
SA 2350 H78 OVC20 248133117133111023i61NOV£ (JTS |4:56Z)
Figure 5-3. Hourly Weather Report for 23 November 1994 (Concluded).
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Date
20 Oct 94
23 Oct
24 Oct
25 Oct
26 Oct
27 Oct
28 Oct
29 Oct
30 Oct
31 Oct
Table 5-1
Dates of Available Radar Coverage and Data Flle Sizes
size (MB)
9.7
8.2
10.6
10.3
10.3
11.3
11.2
9.7
6.2
2.7
Date
I Nov 94
5 Nov
9 Nov
I 0 Nov
26 Nov
Size (MB)
6.0
9.6
9.0
10.5
10.0
Date
I Dec 94
4 Dec
5 Dec
6 Dec
7 Dec
8 Dec
I I Dec
12 Dec
13 Dec
14 Dec
Size (_s)
6.7
7.3
7.9
3.0
9.5
9.9
7.0
9.3
9.6
8.3
Radar tracking data was pre-screened by the FAA at the Dulles Tower, and
only "approved" flight tracks and interfacflity messages were provided to Wyle
Laboratories. A sample ASCII tabular listing of a flight track, processed and linked
with its interfacflity messages, is given in Figure 5-4. ARTS data processing is
described in Section 5.2.
Hight Schedule Data
The Of__tal Airline Guide (OAG) for the measurement period was used in
conjunction with the filed flight plans in the ARTS system to determine the aircraft
destination and stage length. This additional equipment type and scheduling
information was necessary for the creation of INM input decks.
Fleet Summaries
Statistical data regarding the fleet mixes and specific airframe and engine
models aided the selection of the most appropriate INM noise curve for a specific
flight track." The airframe descriptors contained in the ARTS IF feed often did not
contain specific enough model designators. When necessary, the FedEx Fleet
Summary reports were consulted to guide the selection of a "likely" airframe/engine
combination. This airframe/engine uncertainty may perhaps be responsible for a
portion of the predicted versus measured SEL discrepancies, and its possible impact
is quantified in Section 6.
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* UALI554 B727
"17:40:28.313 ZCW2240745
"18:09:51.938 IAD2310820
"18:14:20.648 IAD2314042
* Time Trk
18:09:34.203 143
18:09:38.828 143
18:09:43.266 143
18:09:47.945 143
18:09:52.516 143
18:09:57.133 143
18:10:01.695 143
18:10:06.320 143
18:10:10.953 143
18:10:15.570 143
18:10:20.148 143
18:10:24.758 143
18:10:29.227 143
18:10:33.828 143
18:10:38.453 143
18:10:43.109 143
18:10:47.688 143
18:10:52.320 143
18:10:56.945 143
18:11:01,539 143
18:11:06.141 143
18:11:10.766 143
18:11:15.336 143
18:11:19.977 143
18:11:24,578 143
18:11:29.172 143
18:11:33.828 143
18:11:38.453 143
18:11:43.008 143
7060 Departure IL 1750 Isched)
FP 686UAL1554 IADT/B727 7060 SWA P2250 270
DM 666 2310
TB 686 07
ACID Beac
7060
7060 7060
7060 7060
7060 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UALI554 7060
UALI554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UALI554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UALI554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UALI554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
UAL1554 7060
X (run)
.2500
.2500
3125
3750
3750
4375
4375
5000
5000
5000
5625
5625
5625
5625
.5625
.5625
.5625
.5625
.6250
.6250
.6250
6250
6250
6250
6250
6250
6250
6250
6250
$0
Y (nm) Z (fl} S (nm}
.3750 6 1.464
.5625 8 1.652
.7500 10 1.849
1.1250 12 2.230
1.2500 13 2.355
1.3750 14 2.494
1.6250 15 2.744
1.8750 15 3.002
2.0625 16 3.190
2.3125 17 3.440
2.6250 19 3.758
2.8750 21 4.008
3.1875 24 4.321
3.4375 26 4.571
3.6875 29 4.821
3.9375 32 5.071
4.2500 34 5.383
4.5000 37 5.633
4.8125 39 5.952
5.0625 41 6.202
5.3750 43 6.514
5.6250 45 6.764
5.9375 47 7.077
6.2500 49 7.389
6.5625 52 7.702
6.8750 55 8.014
7.1875 58 8.327
7.4375 62 8.577
7.7500 65 8.889
V (kts)
161.257
164.015
166,662
169,456
172.178
174.936
179.358
185.118
189.509
199.301
204.729
207,999
210.244
214.250
214.076
214.191
214,940
216.166
220.207
224.259
227.838
230.288
231.795
232.514
234.668
233.200
233.183
231.853
231.761
A (g)
03128
03128
03128
03128
03128
03128
05439
10281
14235
.08599
.03496
.03132
.00973
-.00483
-.00366
.02418
.01959
.03614
.03345
.03285
.03683
.04880
.02214
.01701
.00079
-.01922
-.03405
-.01841
.00296
Figure 5-4. Partial Flight Track Listing, B727 Departure.
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Measurements
Larson-Davis Model 870 unmanned noise monitoring stations recorded noise
events around the clock (see Section 3). Available data include event time-histories,
hourly intervals, and a variety of noise metrics.
INM' s Empirical Database
Although the ability to change aircraft source-noise data exists in INM, no
measurements were made at or near the FAR Part 36 _ measurement locations, due
to site access limitations. The standard SEL tables as given in the INM database
were used as is.
5.2 ARTS IIIl Data Analysis
Fifteen days of AI_TS radar data, for which acceptable weather conditions and
complete tracking dam were available, were converted into NDADS _ binary file
format. The NDADS I_n_r;tm. developed by Wyle Laboratories for the United States
Air Force, allows user-enh;_nced automated generation of flight tracks and profiles
and outputs them in INM-compatible format. NDADS was used to separate tracks
by aircraft, runway u._,_¢'. _rul operation type.
Criteria were ¢._t,d,h_1_ed to select ten final data subsets, with a subset
defined as a group of ¢_I-'r;_tt¢ms containing the same aircraft type, stage length,
operation type, and nl_w,w utilization with similar flight tracks. A description of
the selection criteria trod ti_¢" hnaI subset data (which included operations from 12 of
the 15 good days) is givt.n l,Lter in this chapter. Once the ten subsets were finalized,
each flight track was correlated with the noise events at the applicable monitoring
sites and modeled in NDADS. The resultant flight tracks, flight profiles, and velocity
profiles were exported, and the noise impact was calculated using INM 4.11. Flight
track dispersion for each data subset determined the exact track and profile
modeling technique used, and the modeling technique did vary from subset
to subset.
Raw ARTS data was processed into NDADS format, by separating the raw
radar sweep time-ordered data into individual tracks, and linking them with the
beacon code indexed track information from the separate IF data files. These IF files
include flight plans, departure, arrival and overflight messages, first fix heading,
schedule data, equipment codes, and beacon and track identifiers. The sample data
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shown in Figure 5-4 is an intermediate file format, between the (unprintable) raw
binary ARTS data, and the final NDADS direct access format. It has already been
assembled into a continuous flight track and cross-referenced with the IF data.
Given the close proximity of Dulles with Washington National Airport, and the
overlapping radar coverage, aircraft departing from or heading towards National
were frequently picked up by the IAD radar system. The interfacility messages were
indispensable for separating these overflights from IAD traffic.
Once the available ARTS data was assembled, NDADS was used to categorize
and separate it into various subsets of the operations occurring on the 12 days
listed in Table 5-2. Each subset consisted of operations (radar tracks) containing:
one airframe type, one sta_e length, same operation type utilizing the same runway
and similar flight tracks. At this point, weather data and stage length was taken
into consideration. Subsets of data were further screened and operations during
time periods for which _nd._ exceed I 0 knots, or measurable precipitation occurred,
were deleted. Subsets contamlng departures were separated by trip length, as
categorized by the INM st_l_e lengths.
Table 5-2
} _r_al Subset Analysis Dates
Date
24 O_t,,t_-r _'_.4 9 November 1994 I December
25 (_ t_.t _- _ I 0 November 13 December
I I November 14 December
12 November
13 November
14 November
26 November
The following criteria were used for identifying the final 10 subsets:
• Minimum of four different aircraft types
• Twin, Tri, and Four-Engine aircraft types
• Stage 2 and 3 aircraft
• Short, medium, and long range
• Similar flight tracks within a dataset
• Curved and Straight flight tracks
• Both departing and arriving operations
• All operations within a subset utilizing the same runway
• Statistically significant number of correlated noise events
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The OAG was used to identify by flight number the aircraft destinations.
Based on Table 5-3, taken from the INM manual Users Guide, '3 stage or trip length
was then determined. Aircraft type was also contained in the ARTS IF Messages;
however, specific models and engine configurations were often not identified. Based
on the air carrier's feet mix, as described in the Fleet Summary manuals, I' the most
likely airframe/engine combination was selected. Appendix A characterizes each of
the ten subsets. Included is carrier and fleet ownership information, airframe/
engine combinations, flight track description, fleet age, and other pertinent data
used in the INM modeling. There is some uncertainty in the equipment selection
because actual equipment usage is unknown, and all combinations of airframe/
engine types are not contained within the INM noise and profile database. Section 6
quantifies the impact of these approximations.
Table 5-3
INM Stage Length Definitions
Distance
0-500
500-1,000
1,000-1,500
1,500-2,500
2,500-3,500
3,500-4,500
4,500 and Greater
Stage Length
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Within each subset, flight tracks were plotted (Figures 5-5 and 5-6), and track
proximity to measurement site factors were calculated. These track proximity
factors included, time, altitude, slant range, velocity, and elevation angle. Based on
these and field observations, the exceedance reports were screened, and individual
exceedances due to the actual flights were identified.
Table 5-4 summarizes the final ten subsets upon which INM accuracy
sensitivity studies were performed. The final tracking data identifiers, proximity
factors, and exceedance data were entered into a database, organized by subset and
by measurement site (see Appendix B).
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UAL1
6502
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8:25 (FP)
08:38:_7
08:_3:52
3O
(begin)
{end}
Mon Time Dnear Z
] 08:39:01 5.97 13.
2 08:39:10 7.08 16.
3 08:39:01 7.67 13.
4=08:38:47 q.25 7.
5 08:38:55 3.31 1].
6 08:39:10 2.91 16.
7 08:39:52 .50 25.
8 08:39:Y7 1.84 24.
9 08:39:19 .11 18.
10 08:39:52 3.01 25.
1] 08:39:01 1.17 13.
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= First or last time
Figure 5-5. Sample Flight Track, DC-10 Departure.
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Figure 5-6. Sample Flight Track, B-767 Arrival.
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Table 5-4
Final Subsets for Sensitivity Studies
Subset No. Aircraft Type No. Engines Stage Length Operation No. Events
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
B727
B727
B747
B757
B767
B767
DC9
DC9
DCI0
DCI0
3
3
4
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
5
n/a
1
n/a
4
Arrival
Departure
Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Departure
Arrival
Departure
Arrival
Departure
30
39
31
25
44
35
44
43
33
18
5.3 Correlation With Noise Events
Each individual flight track was correlated with exceedance records at
applicable noise monitoring sites. Comparing the intemal LD-820 meter clock with
the ARTS IIIA radar time, potential correlations were identified. Further analysis of
the event levels, duration, and time-history at each site confirmed posiUve correla-
tions. As noted earlier, periods of adverse weather were omitted from the analysis.
5.4 Flight Track and Profile Modeling
Flight tracks were viewed within the DISARTS i_ module of NDADS. A plot of
all data contained in the final correlation analysis is given in Figure 5-7. Within
NDADS nominal flight tracks for each operation were "drawn" on the screen using
the mouse. Segments consisted of a series of straight and curved segments as
required by INM. Special care was taken to ensure accurate spatial proximity in
areas close to the noise monitors. Based on segmentation and algorithm segmen-
tation modeling limits within INM, as few segments as possible were used to model
the tracks. A discussion of segmentation modeling effects on noise predictions as
they pertain to INM and NMAP is contained in Section 2. Nominal flight tracks and
profiles were created based on the actual "as-flown" ARTS IIIA radar tracking data.
A comparison of these nominal profiles with the INM database kemel standard
profiles is given in this section, organized by aircraft type.
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L
Figure 5-7
Sensitivity Analysis Flight Tracks
All Aircraft and
Operation Types
The specific airfi'ame engine combination chosen from the INM database was
determined by comparing the available equipment by individual operator. Detailed
fleet information was obtained from Federal Express. '_ The IF data was used to
obtain flight schedule data, including scheduled arrival or departure time, flight
number, and operator identification. Typically the IF data also contained equipment
usage; however, engine types and airframe series were not distinguished. The
scheduled equipment, in more detailed form, was then obtained from the Offtc/a/
Airline Guide.'4"Is"s
The modeling of operation type was treated on a case-by-case basis. A
description by aircraft type follows.
5.4.1 B727 INM Mod_']tn_ Method
Figure 5-8 contains B-727 arrival and departure flight tracks for which
correlated noise monitorm_ ._tation measurements were obtained.
Arrivals on Runw_w 12 were modeled with one nominal flight track, velocity
profile, and power pr_Jlnh" A single nominal arrival track technique was used.
As shown in Figures 5-L._ _ir_d 5- 10. the altitude and velocity profiles were chosen to
as closely match the _,ctu,d r_tdar flight tracks as possible. Table 5-5 contains a
comparison of the INM _t._cl,lrd with the as-modeled nominal power profile. Powers
are applied across the" ¢,[_ttn..,,¢,gment, with discrete, discontinuous power changes
at the segment end point.,, Radar coverage was available above approximately
700 feet AGL. Below tht,, _dtitude a transition was applied, and profiles were
matched to the INM staxul,_rd.
B-727 departures [rom Runway 01L were grouped into three sets of tracks,
entitled left, center, and right. Figure 5-8 shows the actual tracks and the three
INM modeled tracks. Modeling the B-727 departures as three separate nominal
tracks provided a more accurate INM modeled flight track position, relative to the
monitor locations, than would using just the one overall INM nominal flight track.
Appendix B contains the nominal INM SEL predictions at the appropriate sites for
both the "left", "right", and "center" nominal tracks as well as the single nominal
track. Table 5-6, a subset of Appendix B, contains these results for B-727
departures at site #5. As can be seen, the mean SEL of 96.3 dB using the three-
nominal-track approach is much closer to the actual measurement mean SEL of
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Figure 5-8
B-727 ARTS and INM
Arrivals and Departures
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Figure 5-9. B-727 Altitude Profile, Arrivals.
Velocity Profile Comparison
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Figure 5-10. B-727 Velocity Profile, Arrivals.
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96.7 dB than the single-nominal-track SEL prediction of 95.8 dB. The same holds
true for the acoustical means, 97.0 dB three-track prediction versus 99.1 dB actual
measurements versus 95.8 dB, single-track prediction.
Table 5-5
B-727 Arrival Power Profile Comparison
Nominal INM Standard
Segment Distance From Distance From
No. Threshold Thrust Threshold Thrust
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
69,764
56,118
45,885
34,676
22,449
3,000
-954
- 1,302
-4.430
2,495
2,495
2,495
3,144
4,682
4,682
4,682
9,300
56,289
27,668
18,127
-954
-1,302
-4,430
2.495
3,144
4,855
4,855
4,682
9,300
Table 5-6
Modeling Technique Comparison for
B727 Departures at Site #5
Site #5
Squawk
2467
6541
5560
2116
7060
6501
6516
0612
0571
7074
Mean
Std. Dev.
Acoust. Mean
INM Three-Track Measured
Nominal SEL, dB SEL, dB
96.0
96.0
96.0
96.0
96.0
96.0
100.3
100.3
93.4
93.4
96.3
2.3
97.0
99.6
97.4
97.0
97.3
92.3
91.9
101.5
105.5
92.2
91.9
96.7
4.7
99.1
INM Single-Track
Nominal SEL, dB
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
95.8
0.0
95.8
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Flight velocity and power profiles were treated similarly, using three separate
INM models. Figure 5-11 shows the profiles for the ARTS IIIA flight profiles, the
three INM nominal profiles, the single nominal INM profile, and the INM standard
departure profile. The velocity and power profiles were treated similarly using the
three separate INM analyses. Velocity profiles are shown in Figure 5-12.
5.4.2 B-747 INM Modeling Method
B-747 arrival flight tracks on Runway 19R are shown in Figure 5-13. Based
on the fleet subset distribution given in Appendix A, INM aircraft #2 (727-200) was
used in the INM analysis. A single nominal flight track, flight profile, velocity profile,
and power profde was used Appendix B tabulates the individual results, means,
and standard deviations. Insufficient correlated noise events precluded analyzing
747 departures.
5.4.3 B-757 INM M0(Ichn_'Icchnlque
B-757 arrival flight tracks on Runway 12 were also modeled using one
nominal track and profile .,,et These are shown in Figure 5-14, superimposed on
the ARTS actual radar d._t,i lot those flights with correlated noise measurements.
Flight, velocity, and power prohles were treated as for the B-747, using INM air-
craft #52 (B757-200 _Ith l_r,ktt & Whitney 2037 engines). Insufficient B-757 depar-
tures with matching state, h.ru'th._ and correlated noise events existed for further
sensitivity analyses.
5.4.4 B-767 INM Modelm_ M¢'thod
All Boeing 767s (Figure 5-15) were modeled in INM as B767-200 with
JT9D-7R4D engines. This airframe/engine combination was determined by analyz-
ing the fleet mix, _ OAG, _4_5'6 and ARTS IlIA m IF messages. For both arrivals and
departures, each individual flight track and profile was modeled separately, yielding
no fewer than 10 arrival arrival and 14 departure INM input decks.
An initial nine arrival flight tracks were created in order to evaluate the
sensitivity of SEL predictions at a given site with the SEL measurement. Table 5-7
describes the variation at site with arrival track and profile modeling.
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Table 5-7
B-767 Approach Modelhng Sensitivity:
Actual Versus Nominal, Site # 1
Squawk
7336
2416
7204
2556
6735
6761
0743
2367
0750
Mean
Acoust. Mean
Std. Dev.
INMActual INMNomln_
SEL, dB SEL, dB
76.6
76.1
74.9
76.1
75.1
75.3
76.1
74.4
75.8
75.7
75.7
0.7
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
0
Based on these first nine tracks, a standard deviation of less than 1 dB and a
difference between the mean of the actual and the nominal track/profile of less than
0.5 dB, the nominal track and profile were used for the remaining 19 aircraft. The
results of this modeling technique can be seen in Appendix B. Similar procedures
were used in the development of altitude, velocity, and power profiles, both indi-
vidual and nominal.
B-767 departures were also modeled both separately and as one nominal
track/profile. Appendix B gives the results of both modeling approaches. The
nominal track was created within the DISARTS _2 portion of NDADS by creating gates
at various distances downtrack and calculating the mean gate penetration. The
nominal track was then drawn by visually aligning the various straight and curved
segments within one standard deviation of the mean penetration location. Mean
track penetrations were considered both in the creation of the nominal tracks as
well as the flight profile.
5.4.5 DC-9 INM Modeling Technique
Given the fleet mix of DC-9s with correlated noise measurements, aircraft #40
(DC9-30 with JT8D-9 engines) was used in INM. Appendix A describes the fleet mix
used to arrive at this conclusion in more detail. DC-9 departures were modeled
independently, whereas DC-9 arrivals were treated as one nominal case.
Figure 5-16 shows the ARTS IlIA radar tracks, with the INM nominal tracks
superimposed. The standard deviation of the individually modeled SEL prediction at
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site #5 was 2.8 dB. This small deviation indicated that the amount of track disper-
sion was perhaps small enough that departures could have been modeled as the
single nominal track. It is interesting to note that although the acoustical mean
value of the individual tracks, 91.5 dB SEL, was closer to the acoustical mean value
of the measured exceedances, 90.2 dB SEL, than was that of the nominal track at
93.8 dB SEL, given a difference less than 3 dB the nominal track model would be
justified in this case.
5.4.6 DC-10 INM Modeling Technique
Appendix A contains the individual fleet mix which yielded the decision to
model correlated DC-10 tracks as INM aircraft #19 (DC10-10 with CF660 engines).
Arrivals, with minimal track dispersion, were handled as one nominal track, shown
in Figure 5-17.
Departures were grouped into two subsets entitled "over" and "left". These
two tracks as well as the overall nominal track can also be seen in Figure 5-17.
Appendix B quantifies the statistical differences between the two modeling
approaches. In summary, considering site #9 as an example, the difference in the
acoustical mean between the two-track and the nominal track versus the measure-
ment was 0.5 dB SEL versus 2.0 dB SEL, respectively. Given the difference of only
0.5 dB SEL between the two-track method predicted and measured data, no further
detailed track modeling was justified.
5.5 Profile Modeling
Based on ARTS Ilia radar data, altitude profiles were viewed within NDADS.
Both actual and nominal profiles were developed for each data subset (Table 5-4).
Standard power profiles, as provided by INM, were used to guide development of
power profiles for each data subset. A table of power versus distance was obtained
by comparing the nominal flight alUtude with the standard altitude and applying the
standard power setting for that attitude, at the nominal distance. This had the
physical effect of applying a power setting which yields a similar climb rate with
differences in weight affecting the level acceleration altitude, rather than the power
setting. This approach was justified because altitude data was available, whereas
performance maps and actual power settings were not. Recent studies indicate that
errors in power of up to 20 percent (which is substantial) result in only a 2 to 3 dB
error in noise level. L7
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5.6 Statistical Analysis of Correlated Noise Events
A statistical analysis of the correlated noise events was carried out in order to
determine if the difference between the SELs that were computed from the INM and
those that were measured was a function of the position of the aircraft's flight path.
To accomplish this, linear regressions of the form
y=a+bx
were calculated for the entire 342-element data set, where y, the dependent variable,
is SEL,_ - SELme _ and x, the independent variable, is a measure of the position of
the closest point of approach of the aircraft's flight track to the measurement
position. In particular, analyses were done for the following independent variables:
• Altitude of the point of closest approach in kilofeet,
• Slant range of the point of closest approach in kilofeet, and
• Elevation angle of the point of closest approach in degrees.
In addition, two additional linear regressions were computed in which the inde-
pendent variables were:
• Aircraft speed in miles per hour and
• Site distance from start of takeoff roll in kilofeet.
The results of these regression calculations are shown in Table 5-8.
SELIN M
Table 5-8
Linear Regressions of the Form:
- SELme _ = a + b* (Independent Variable)
Independent Parameter a
Var4mhle Value Std.Error t-value" 95% Conf. Limits Value
Altitude 1.257 0.424 2.964 0.423 2.091 -0.468
Slant Range 0.826 0.399 2.071 0.042 1.610 -0.142
Elevation Angle 1.046 0.500 2.093 0.063 2.030 -0.017
Aircraft Speed 3.226 I. 132 2.849 0.999 5.453 -0.016
Site Distance 1.762 0.461 3.819 0.855 2.669 -0.062
te_.r m = 1.970
Parameter b
Std.Error t-value* 95% Conf. Limits
-0.176 -2.656 -0.815 -0.121
0.089 -1.594 -0.318 0.033
0.010 - 1.668 -0.038 0.003
0.006 -2.633 -0.028 -0.004
0.017 -3.615 -0.096 -0.028
In all cases the dependence on the independent variable is small. In fact, a
comparison of the calculated t-value with the critical t-value for 340 degrees of
freedom shows that the difference in SELs is independent of slant range and elevation
angle at the 95 percent level of confidence. Further, the regression does not vary by
more than +_2 dB over the entire measurement range of each independent variable.
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6.0 SENSITIVITY STUDY
INM analysis was conducted for 342 individual aircraft operations where
ARTS IlIA radar data were correlated with noise measurements. A database
(Appendix B) was created which contains predictions versus measurements for these
correlated noise events. Sensitivity studies were performed in order to evaluate the
effect of INM prediction accuracy on physical parameters. Figure 6-1 compares field
measurements with INM predicUons. The amount of data scatter, while unnerving
at first sight, is consistent with that seen in earlier studies. _7 Deviations of +_I0 dB
are not uncommon.
A comparison of the Predicted--Measured SEL levels with the altitude of the
closest point of approach to the noise monitor shows a slight sensitivity with
altitude (Figure 6-2). Considering first a linear fit, INM underpredicts the individual
event SEL for aircraft above 2,500 feet. Looking at the energy-average fit, however,
INM appears to underpredict individual SEL levels across the entire range. The
energy fit was obtained by performing a linear fit to the sound exposures (SE),
where:
SEL
SE = I0 l--_- X (20 _Pa) 2 -sec
SE fits were converted to decibels for comparison with SEL data and linear fits.
Based on the energy fit, a trend of INM underprediction with increasing altitude is
apparent when considering data scatter; however, these trends are only very slight.
INM prediction accuracy, based on a linear fit in the SEL domain, also seems
to decrease with increasing slant range (Figure 6-3). Slant range is defined as the
minimum straight-line distance between the monitoring site and the aircraft's
position. However, based on fitting the data in the energy domain, this conclusion
cannot be drawn.
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Elevation angle- the angle between the horizon, the monitoring site, and
the aircraft's point of closest approach to the monitor - does not seem to influence
the prediction accuracy (Figure 6-4). Both linear fits in the SEL and SE domain
indicate only slight dependence on elevation angle. Measurement scatter increases
somewhat for elevation angles below about 30 degrees, most likely due to ground
impedance and micrometeorological effects at grazing angles.
A consideration of aircraft speed was also undertaken. Figure 6-5 shows the
sensitivity of INM prediction accuracy with aircraft speed. Although both the linear
fit in the SEL as well as the SE domain show a slight sensitivity with aircraft speed,
given the amount of data scatter, no concrete conclusions can be made.
Several factors entering into this analysis which required assusmptions to be
made in the predictions include the following:
• Exact identification of the airframe/engine type.
• Availability of INM noise curves for all airframe/engine combinations.
• Resolution limits within the radar tracking data.
• No as-flown power setting data was available.
The first two points can primarily be thought of as a function of fleet age. As
aircraft get re-engined, upgraded, and sold between aircraft carriers, equipment
changes take place, specifically engine modifications. For the older aircraft, such as
DC-9s and B-727s, an incomplete matrix of airframe/engine noise is available
within INM. Identification of the equipment tracked by the radar data is also
difficult. The OAG _4"Is'_e and FedEx _I were consulted to obtain "likely" candidates;
however, given the absence of detailed equipment usage in the IF messages, uncer-
tainty occurs. A comparison of the INM accuracy as a function of the average fleet
age is given in Figure 6-6. The fleet ages were determined by averaging the delivery
dates for these equipment/carrier combinations contained within each of the data
subsets. Appendix A contains more detailed information on the data subsets.
In order to understand the sensitivity of INM with modeling technique, a brief
comparison between a straight segment and a curved segment with an "infinite"
radius (actually 999,999 feet) was made. The effect of using the large radius is to
divide the track into multiple segments, thus providing a test of the noise fraction
algorithm.
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A DC9-10, stage length 1, departure was used. A lateral array of grid points
at -15,000 11, -5,000 ft, 0 ft, +5,000 fl, and +15,000 ft was set up at 10,000 ft,
20,000 ft, 50,000 ft, and 100,000 ft downtrack. Up to 50,000 feet, both forms agree.
At a track distance of 100,000 feet, differences of up to 2.8 dB occur, indicating
inadequacy of the current noise fraction algorithm at larger distances.
Table 6- I
Sample Analysis, North/South Runway
(Grid Aligned on Runway (0,0))
Y
10,000 Ft
Straight
Curved
Difference
20,000 Ft
Straight
Curved
Difference
50,000 Ft
Str_ght
Curved
Difference
100,000 Ft
Straight
Curved
Difference
- 15,000 Ft
16.5
16.9
0.4
17.9
18.0
0.1
18.8
19.5
0.7
17.2
19.8
2.6
-5,000 Ft
34.6
34.6
0
34.0
34.1
0.I
30.3
31.1
0.8
24.6
25.7
1.1
0 Ft
51.3
51.3
0
43.5
43.5
0
33_4
33.4
0
26.0
25.2
-0.8
+5,000 Ft
34.6
34.6
0
34.0
33.9
-0.I
30.3
29.7
-0.6
24.6
22.3
-2.3
+15,000 Ft
16.8
16.8
0
17.9
17.8
-0. I
18.8
18.2
-0.6
17.2
14.4
-2.8
Another analysis was made using B-747s in order to quantify the sensitivity
of INM predictions with airframe/engine combination. Four combinations,
B747-100 with JT9D-7QN engines, B747-200 with JT9D-7 engines, B747-400 with
PW 4056 engines, and B747-200 with JT9D-7A engines were considered. Table 6-2
shows the rsults of these predictions using the nominal track, as used in the
sensitivity studies with the "as-flown" altitude, velocity, and power profiles.
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Table 6-2
Sensitivity of INM Predictions With B-747
Airframe/Engine Combinations for Arrivals on Runway 19R
Monitoring
Site No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
B-747-I00
JTgD-7_
78.5
64.3
81.5
81.3
75.0
54.3
32.9
34.8
41.1
299
.r_46
4'_ 0
62 4
32 7
B747-200
JTgD-7
78.5
64.2
81.4
81.3
75.0
54.3
32.6
34.8
41.1
29.9
54.6
49.0
62.4
32.7
B-747400
PW 4056
81.1
67.9
84.4
83.7
77.5
58.8
43.0
44.6
48.0
41.6
57.8
53.1
65.9
42.8
B-747-200
JTgD-7A
82.5
68.9
85.9
85.2
79.0
59.0
39.0
40.9
46.2
36.7
38.5
53.1
66.9
38.8
Spread
4.0
4.7
4.5
3.9
4.0
4.3
I0. I
9.8
6.9
11.7
19.3
4.1
4.5
I0.I
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
INM and similar semi-empirical airport noise modeling tools were originally
developed for use in areas in the vicinity of airports, at distances which encompass
an Ld. of 65 dB or higher. There is increasing interest in noise at larger distances,
including en-route noise.
A measurement program was conducted to examine the accuracy of noise
models at distances encompassing areas exposed to an Lan of 55 dB. This
represents distances two to three times as large as those associated with 65 dB.
Measurements were conducted at 14 sites around a major air carrier airport over a
two-month period. ARTS radar tracking data, which provides actual flight paths
and positive identification of aircraft, were obtained for 25 days in that period.
Fifteen of the ARTS-available days corresponded to days with good weather and low
wind. Three hundred and forty-two (342) specific aircraft operations were selected
for detailed analysis. This selection was sampled by aircraft type, stage length,
straight versus curved flight tracks, runway, and arrival versus departure. Single-
event noise, quantified by sound exposure level (SEL), was computed via INM and
compared with measured SEL. The INM modeling used flight paths derived from
ARTS data.
Once this significant volume of field data and corresponding INM calculations
was collected, a comprehensive statistical analysis was performed. Differences
between measured and predicted SEL were correlated with altitude, slant range,
elevation angle, aircraft speed, and distance of the measurement site from the
airport. Linear regressions of the average differences were bounded by ±2 dB over
the range of each independent variable. For practical noise modeling purposes this
is not significant, so the validity of INM for average noise predictions is within
acceptable tolerance. Further, the average SEL difference was found to be
statistically independent (at the 95 percent level of confidence) of slant range and
elevation angle, so this finding is supported in a statistical as well as practical
sense. It is concluded that (within the bounds of the current study) INM predictions
do not deteriorate with increasing distance from the airport.
In addition to the linear analysis, regressions were also performed on an
energy-averaging basis. Noise impact calculated from INM is most often represented
by the day-night average sound level, Ldn, which represents a summation of
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acoustical energy. The energy averaging analysis is appropriate for assessing the
validity of the model for prediction of L_. These correlations showed similar
characteristics to the linear analysis. It is therefore concluded that INM and similar
models can be applied to regions exposed to an Ld_ of 55 dB, with reliability
comparable to that associated with application to an Ldn of 65 dB and higher.
While the average results were very consistent, and therefore support Ld,
analysis, there was large variation in individual events. The individual overflight
SEL data was characterized by spreads of 10 dB or more. This spread was found to
be independent of most of the independent variables considered, including distance.
There was a correlation between spread and aircraft fleet age, and between spread
and elevation angle. Spread increased with increasing age, and with decreasing
elevation angle. The correlation with fleet age is reasonable because of the increas-
ing variety of configuration as aircraft types age. The correlation with elevation
angle is also consistent with the approximate nature of the lateral attenuation
algorithms employed in current noise models.
The event-to-event variation is larger than can be explained by any single
mechanism. Differences due to choices in modeling of tracks, nominal power
settings, etc., can only account for differences of 2 to 3 dB. Aircraft position, type,
weight (as predicted from stage or trip length and associated fuel load), and nominal
meteorological conditions (analysis limited to good-weather days) were controlled in
the analysis. There were unknowns of actual power settings and variations, actual
engine types (rather than fleet nominal), turbulence, and surface micrometeorology.
Aircraft operations at larger distances from airports are characterized by
geographical dispersion, with the result that a given distant location is exposed to
fewer aircraft noise events than a near location. Statistically reliable predictions of
average levels in such situations requires a better understanding of the variability
observed in the current study.
It is therefore logical to continue the current research in two directions:
1. Similar measurements at increasingly larger distances. ARTS tracking
data, key to monitoring aircraft location, is available at distances several
times larger than utilized here. Lower noise levels at farther distances
may pose signal-to-noise difficulties, but this can be overcome by use of
manned sites rather than (or supplementing) automatic sites.
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2. More detailed measurements at distances studied here. This would
include obtaining actual configuration and power profiles for some
measured aircraft, tape recordings to examine spectra as well as levels,
and more detailed analysis of meteorological conditions. Surface layer
conditions should be measured at the noise measurement sites, and
estimates of turbulent conditions (practical from surface layer and
standard weather data) should be made.
These two directions should be conducted simultaneously, so that the within-55 dB
detailed measurements can serve as a reference for the measurements at larger
distances, just as the wlthln-65 dB measurements in the current study served as a
reference for the near-55 dB measurements.
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APPENDIX A
Detailed Descriptions of Data Subsets Used in Sensitivity Analysis
#1
Aircraft Type:
Operation Description:
Airlines:
Fleet mix:
Year of delivery:
Average Age:
INM Info:
Aircraft No.:
Stage:
Weight:
727
Straight-ln arrival on 12
United Airlines, American Airlines
UAL 18 B-727-222
74
AAL 69
15
22
1968-1980
20 yrs
727D 15
26
Arrival
152100
OAG: 727
B-727-222
B-727-223
B-727-227
B-727-223
JT8D-7
JT8D- 15
JT8D-9
JT8D-9A
JT8D- 15A
Boeing 727 Passenger (All Series)
#2
Aircraft Type:
Operation Description:
Airlines:
Fleet mix:
Year of delivery:
Average Age:
INM Info:
Aircraft No.:
Stage:
Weight:
OAG:
727
01L Departure North then East
American Airlines, United Airlines
UAL 18 B-727-222
74
AAL 69
15
22
1968-1980
20 yrs
727D 15
26
I
156000
B-727-222
B-727-223
B-727-227
B-727-223
JT8D-7
JT8D- 15
JT8D-9
JT8D-9A
JT8D- 15A
727 Boeing 727 Passenger (All Series)
A-I
#3
Aircraft Type:
OperationDescription:
Airlines:
FleetMix:
Year of Delivery:
Average Age:
INM Info:
Aircraft No.:
Stage:
Weight:
747
Straight-ln arrival on 19R
United Airlines, British Airways, SWR
UAL 9 B-747SP
18 B-747-123
9 B-747-200
23
BAW 13
3
28
1969-1993
15.5 yrs
747200/JT9D-7
2
Arrival
507600
B-747-400
B-747-200B
B-747-200B Combi
B-747-400
OAG: 747 Boeing 747 Passenger (All Series)
JT9D-7A
JT9D-7A
JT9D-7R4G2
JT9D-7F
PW2040
RB211-524D4
RB211-524D4
RB211-524G
#4
Aircraft Type: 757
Operation Description: Arrival on 12
Airlines: United Airlines
Fleet mix: UAL 75
13
Year of delivery: 1989-1993
Average Age: 5 yrs
INM Info: 757PW
Aircraft No.: 52
Stage: arrival
Weight: 178200
Straight-ln
757-200 PW2040
757-200 PW2037
OAG : 757 Boeing 757-200 Passenger
#5
Aircraft Type: 767
Operation Description: Straight-ln Arrival on 19R
Airlines: United Airlines
Fleet mix: UAL 19 767-200
23 767-300
Year of Delivery: 198 l- 1993
Average Age: 8.5 yrs
INM Info: 767JT9
Aircraft No.: 33
Stage: arrival
Weight: 243000
OAG: 767 Boeing 767 (All Series)
JT9D- 7R4D
PW4060
A-2
#6
Aircraft Type: 767
Operation Description: Departure 01L North then east
Airlines: United Airlines
Fleet mix: UAL 19 767-200
23 767-300
Year of Delivery: 1981-1993
Average Age : 8.5 yrs
INM Info: 767JT9
Aircraft No.: 33
Stage: 5
Weight: 284600
OAG: 767 Boeing 767 (All Series)
JT9D-7R4D
PW4060
#7
Aircraft Type:
Operation DescripUon:
Airlines:
Fleet mix:
DC9
Straight-ln arrival on 12
NorthWest Airlines, Transworld Airlines, USAIr, ABX
NWA 22 DC9-10/15 JT8D-7B
Year of Delivery: 1965-1975
Average Age: 28.5 yrs
INM Info: DC9 I0
Aircraft No.: 40
Stage: arrival
Weight: 91800
OAG: DC9 McDonnell Douglas DC-9 (All 10&20 Series)
#8
Aircraft Type:
Operation Description:
Airlines:
Fleet mix:
Year of Delivery:
Average Age:
INM Info:
Aircraft No.:
Stage:
Weight:
OAG:
DC9
Straight-Out Departure on 01L
NorthWest Airlines, Transworld Airlines, USAir
NWA 22 DC9-I0/15 JT8D-7B
1965-1975
28.5 yrs
DC9 I0
40
1
DC9 McDonnell Douglas DC-9 (All 10&20 Series)
A-3
#9
Aircraft Type: DC I 0
Operation Description: Straight-ln arrivals on 12
Airlines: United Airlines
Fleet mix: UAL 44
4
4
Year of Delivery: 1975-1980
Average Age: 18.5 yrs
INM Info: DC I010
Aircraft No.: 19
Stage: arrival
Weight: 390000
OAG:
DC 10 I0 CF6-6D
DC 1030 CF6- 50C2B
DC 1030CF/F CF6- 50C 1
D l0 McDonnell Douglas DC 10 (All Series)
#I0
Aircraft Type:
Operation Description
Airlines:
Fleet mix:
Year of Delivery:
Average Age:
INM Info:
Aircraft No.:
Stage:
Weight:
OAG:
I)C I0
[)epanure on 30 with bank left then right
Untied airlines
UAL 44 DC1010
4 DC 1030
4 DC 1030CF/F
I (._7f)- 1980
I_ 5vrs
[K'lOlO
4
CF6-6D
CF6-50C2B
CF6- 50C 1
l ) I 0 McDonnell Douglas (All Series)
A-4
APPENDIX B
Correlation Data, Organized by Aircraft Type,
Operation Type, and Monitoring Site Location
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